
Vis #1: Brushing and Linking

Vis #2: Packed Bubbles



Vis #2: Packed Bubbles (cont.)



Vis #3: Scatterplot with tooltip

Vis #4: Bar chart



Vis #5: Pie charts (with filter & tooltip)

Example of filtering:



Analytical Tasks Supported:

● Identify the actors with the highest popularity on Facebook, the most popular directors, the least

popular directors, the most popular rating of movies, the most popular language movies are in,

and the most popular country a movie is made by.

● Distinguish among how the different attributes affect the popularity of films on social media, and

among the popularity of films based on countries and languages.

● Categorize the films based on directors, actors, languages, country, ratings, and more

● Cluster the movies by grouping the movies made by the same actors, the directors with a similar

number of Facebook likes, and the movies with a similar number of Facebook likes.

● Rank the actors by popularity, budget, gross, number of user for reviews, and IMBD score, the

rating of films by movies Facebook likes, and the most popular languages and countries of films

by movies Facebook likes

● Compare among the director Facebook likes, number of voted users, number of critics for

reviews, number of users for reviews, movie Facebook likes, cast total Facebook likes, and IMDB

score; among movie facebook likes, budget, gross, number of user for reviews, and IMDB score

by actors; among different movie ratings; among different languages and countries;

● Associate the charts provided in pairs and triplets with each other.

● Correlate based on the scatterplots, bar charts, and packed bubble charts.

● Retrieve the year a film is produced when brushing and linking based on director Facebook likes,

number of voted users, number of critics for reviews, number of users for reviews, movie

Facebook likes, cast total Facebook likes, and IMDB score; the highest-ranking actors based on

movie Facebook likes, gross, IMBD score, number of user for reviews, and budget; the name of

the director when hovering over the scatterplot pairs; the percentage of each language and country

when hovering over the donut pie chart.

● Filter languages and countries being compared by toggling the legend on the pie chart.

● Compute the derived value of the sum of the percentage of a certain number of languages or

countries out of all movies.

● Find extremum of the year with the most film produced, the actor with the highest popularity of

films, the actor with highest gross, the actor with the highest IMDB score, the actor with the

highest number of user for reviews, the actor with the highest budget, the director with the most

Facebook likes or movie Facebook likes, the movie rating with the highest and lowest popularity,

the most popular language and most popular country in films.

● Determine the range of all attributes presented.

● Find anomalies in each set of visualizations.



Design Overview:

This visualization takes a “Storytelling” approach in answering the question— what does the

number of likes a movie receives on Facebook imply about the movie? The page then takes the viewer on

a journey to discover the answer to this question through a series of data visualizations. Each set of data

visualization is presented with different attributes and accompanied by short blocks of text to help

communicate the information presented.

The vis first presents the audience with a scatterplot and bar chart pair to give an initial

impression of how the number of Facebook likes a movie receives result in other ordinal aspects of a film.

To make it easier for the audience to explore the dataset at a glance, this first set of vis also supports

brushing and linking. This helps the audience to understand the correlation among many of the entries

provided by the dataset.

After gaining a general understanding of the dataset, the webpage then takes the user on a deep

dive into how actors influence the popularity of the films. To make it visually appealing and easy to

comprehend, a series of bubble charts were presented. This helps our audience to collect immediate

takeaways simply by glancing at the size of each bubble presented. If desired, the user can also take the

ordinal values provided by each bubble and perform computations to come up with new ideas and

insights.

The scatterplot pair of the Director Facebook Likes vs. Movie Facebook Likes is displayed below

the bubble charts. This set of vis supports tooltip, which is a functionality that supports hovering to see

the names of the directors. Since the scatterplots only show ordinal data on the axis, having the nominal

data (the names of the directors) show up on mouse over provides the audience with the details on

demand interactions.

The next visualization is a bar chart demonstrating how ratings influence the movie Facebook

likes. This chart uses two different colors to voice the message that movies rated R has the most Facebook

likes.

Lastly, the donut pie chart pair is then placed. This chart provides the user with an opportunity to

interact with the data and observe new information outside of what is provided in the texts. By selecting

and deselecting different languages or countries, the audience can filter in and out different attributes and

establish new correlations based on countries and languages with the movie Facebook likes. This chart

also provides details on-demand functionality— by hovering over the bands of the donut pie charts, the

user can have a clear view of the percentage and the attribute each band represents.

This visualization aims to provide the user with ample information relating to how the different

aspects of a movie would carry out a popular movie on social media. It uses multiple views, vis in pairs,



and smooth interactions to help the user understand and learn about the popularity of movies led by

different features. With the hovering, selecting, and toggling functionality provided in some of the

visualizations, the user is also able to discover new information themselves.


